
FSC Advisory Committee Meeting Minutes 
Friday, 3/22/2024 
 
Summit Evaluations 
 Discussion on two options of evaluations, public and private. Question on evaluation options 
anonymity, and discussion about whether people will be constructive in anonymous surveys. 
Worries about anonymous public surveys results being corrupted by non-kvcc people. 
Suggestion of adding QR code to back of Summit pamphlet. We need to add targeted 
reminders of evaluations. Public links would allow people to take the evaluation multiple times, 
which could be a problem. Consensus is the targeted option is preferred for a try. Suggestion of 
having a QR code available and built in to a breakout session. We should have two reminders, 
once a week for the two weeks after Summit. Renee says she likes evaluation kit format of 
responses better than Google Survey data. 
 
April Summit Updates 
Keynote speaker is for Student Development employees for first part of Summit. Second portion 
of keynote is just for faculty. Lunch will be provided during this Summit.  
Paige is working with Deans on getting breakout sessions. Some facilitators will Zoom in due to 
budget concerns. AI is a topic that will be covered, then ALC meeting, and finally a general 
session with the PTK fundraiser walk. No other breakouts are needed for this Summit. Jenny 
talks to ALC about who needs to have department meetings during Summit. Jenny will tell 
chair's to tell Gail if they need department meeting in April. Renee interested in how AI sessions 
go at April Summit and maybe do something on the topic for Staff in future because lots of staff 
don't know anything about AI. 
 
Fall Summit 
Justin Campbell might be the keynote speaker. Nakena brought him in for Cultural 
Responsiveness series. He might be for keynote, but might just be for faculty breakouts 
sessions. It’s still up in the air. Jenny Ott commented that Justin's focus is K-12 & his focus is 
Common Core, which doesn’t apply to colleges. He also tells a KVCC story about taking an 
easy math class at KVCC and someone should ask him not to tell that story. Gail says he'll be 
here on first day if August Summit to either do Keynote or breakout, or maybe both. Do we want 
him to do both?  Day two would use committee's suggestions such as a student panel and/or a 
panel of faculty that are in different t stages of their careers teaching. Call for proposals 
beginning of April for Fall Summit. Val Owen's mentions Crisis Management Committee. She 
would like a Summit session from them. Another suggested session was on Institutional 
Learning Outcomes. Dr. W. Supportive of fun sessions. Beth suggested pickleball.  
 
Faculty & Staff Awards 
We’re hoping for luncheon, or a reception with snacks. Not sure which room to host ceremony 
in. Gail will speak with Kathy Collella about Staff Awards. 
 
AI Taskforce Update 



The taskforce is wrapping up soon and will be giving Paige their statements and 
recommendations. Paige will review. Achieving the Dream can review the committee’s findings 
and offer their suggestions and comments. We can ideally have a fall Summit session on that 
stuff. 
 
General Summer Updates 
Simple Syllabus training ongoing. General committee discussion on AI topics that we've heard 
about and read about. Beth's has a sabbatical art show on April 5th at the CNM gallery. Jim 
mentioned lots of residential buildings being built downtown around our campuses. 
 
Next FDC Advisory Board Next meeting is April 18th. 
 


